
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A HESA Response to an M&G article of 13 March 2015 
 
In his article (self-serving universities have lost the equity plot, 13/03/2015, pg. 37), Freedom 
Maqabane makes an important point that transformation of universities is still a challenge. We 
all agree with him. Notwithstanding the gains made since 1994, in terms of student access, 
HESA will be first to acknowledge that uneven progress was made in this area. However, in 
making his point, Maqabane puts forward a number of factual inaccuracies, particularly in 
relation to the purpose of HESA’s Study on Remuneration of Academics and the its findings; 
and broadly about the perceived role played by vice-chancellors in transformation. Some of 
the inaccuracies are detailed below: 
 

1. HESA is an entity “representing the country’s vice-chancellors”: Contrary to this 
assertion. HESA is an association of universities, established by universities to 
promote the interests of universities in South Africa. We do this by creating an 
environment in which universities can prosper and thrive in South Africa, thus enabling 
them to contribute to the social and economic development of our country. The vice-
chancellors, as accounting officers of member universities sit on the HESA Board to 
ensure that the interests of their members are better served. It is also for this reason 
that universities, rather vice-chancellors are members of HESA. The positions HESA 
arrives at; are mainly a sum total of positions taken by individual universities, through 
their own internal structures.  Therefore, it cannot be true that through the Study, vice-
chancellors “are reporting on themselves”. The report, sought to understand the 
remuneration packages of academics (per categories) relative to equivalent positions 
in both the public and private sector. The findings of the report have now given us a 
baseline to work from; and individual institutions are engaging with the findings address 
the challenges identified. 

 
2. HESA’s report is “another of its ploys to request additional money for higher education”: 

This is Maqabane’s speculative reasoning of the highest order. The purpose of the 
study was to produce a report for HESA on the remuneration and remuneration trends 
of academic staff at individual South African universities, as well as the Higher 
Education sector as a whole. Recognising both the reality that remuneration 
academics is one of the biggest cost-drivers in universities and the important principle 
of institutional autonomy, HESA is pleased that the findings of the report are being 
discussed within individual universities. HESA has not adopted a position on the 
matter; and we welcome the Department of Higher Education and Training’s New 
Generation of Academics programme to transform the academic profession at the 
lower echelons. 

 
3. It is equally disingenuous for Maqabane to allege that the leadership of our institutions 

“have lost the plot and are becoming worse than apartheid’s leaders”. Maqabane’s 
assertion is beyond pale; and reflects a dangerous path we are descending to when 
engaging on difficult issues– the temptation to offer simplistic; anecdotal, and 
pedestrian solutions to complex challenges. First, Maqabane does not offer any shred 
of evidence to his claim except to use a single example of unfair practices at a 
university whose name remained unmentioned. Secondly, he puts the entire blame of 
slow progress on transformation at the door of the person of a Vice-Chancellor; a bit 
unfair, considering that he himself acknowledges that at universities, “there is still a 



deeply ingrained … self-maintaining power”. The statement is equally a huge 
indictment on the progress made by the sector over the last 20 years, notwithstanding 
the intractable and systemic challenges still being experienced. To cite but a few 
notable achievements that the leaders of apartheid could never have dreamed off: 

 

 Student enrolments have doubled and more equitable access to higher education 
and a more representative student body between 1994 and 2014 has been 
realised. By 2013, black students comprised over 80% of the total student body of 
close to 1 million, and women 58%; 

 Our system has strength in science and technology and it produces the bulk of 
scientific research in Africa, and ranks 33rd in world publications outputs despite 
a series of challenges relating to capacity and restructuring in the early 2000s. 

 The number of postgraduate students has virtually doubled over the past 20 years 
making up more than 15% of the student body. Increasingly, majority of these 
students are black and female; and 

 In 2011, HESA produced a Proposal for a National Programme to Develop the 
Next Generation of Academics for South African Higher Education, with strategies 
and mechanisms to develop the academic profession.  The proposal has now 
been adapted by the DHET into a New Generation of Academics programme. This 
is a good example of an imaginative and well-developed programme by HESA to 
give effect to transformation imperatives 
 

As stated elsewhere, HESA remains firmly convinced that “if universities are to contribute to 
a more equitable South African society, then access and success must be improved for black 
students (including students from working class backgrounds) who, by virtue of their previous 
experiences, have not been inducted into dominant ways of constructing knowledge”. Through 
its transformation strategy group, HESA will facilitate sector-wide actions to create welcoming 
institutional cultures in our universities, transform of the academic profession; and build on 
initiatives to transform the curricula of various disciplines in our universities. While we 
acknowledge that progress made has been disappointingly slow in some areas; Maqabane’s 
wide-ranging claims are without any foundation. It is our view that in order to accelerate the 
pace of transformation, we need all stakeholders within universities and society broadly to 
offer solutions to the challenges rather than merely lamenting at the perceived state of affairs. 
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